
Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the applicable

defenses (administrative  requirements and physical barriers that should have

prevented the event from happening).  Start by evaluating the effectiveness of

these defenses using lines of inquiry.  Once each defense has LOIs to evaluate

their effectiveness, then review the remainder of the timeline for additional

LOIs. 

After generating questions to evaluate the effectiveness of the defenses, and

other questions from the timeline, develop lines of inquiry from insights gained

from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto Analysis, Process Maps,

Fault Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & Surveys).  

After developing lines of inquiry from the first three lines, take a step back and

review the five standard themes and any additional themes, and generate

additional lines of inquiry that have not already been asked.   P
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Identify affected stakeholders based on all the evidence collected, and

establish an approach to facilitated causal analysis sessions, starting with those

closest to the work and working your way to a final meeting with senior

management. 

Blade Guard

TOOLS / EQUIPMENT

Case Study #03 ANSWER KEY - Joe vs. Hercules - HCA Rapid Investigation

ROLES:

Team Lead:  Read all of the instructions, roles and responsibilities to the rest of the team before

starting to work on each of the tasks.

(1) Go over the evidence, tools and equipment and data analysis results (survey and pareto charts).

(2) Ask everyone to read the entire timeline on their own. Don't proceed until this is done.  

(3) Read all of the defenses out loud to the group - it is critical to understand these defenses as

most of our LOIs will come from evaluating their effectiveness.

(4) Ask everyone to read steps 1 through 4 in RED below on their own before starting.

(5) For efficiency, divide up the 8 defenses between the group.  Each person is to write at least

one LOI for each of their assigned defences, using available information from the timeline.  

(6) Start developing LOIs as assigned.  Make sure:

     - the LOI does not use accusatory language

     - the LOI does not presume guilt when asking about data results

     - the LOI does not lead the SMEs down a certain path (belying your own biases)

(7) After the initial set of Lines of Inquiry are developed, we will play "LOI BINGO" to:

    - Determine if the team missed any important LOIs.

   - Identify the minimum set of questions that we will be using during Phase 2.

Lead Facilitator – has the lead in asking the lines of inquiry, asking WHY questions to follow the

Why Staircases.  They signal to the scribe what to write and makes sure the scribe captured the

right information and placed the post-it where it belongs on the chart.  

Scribes – if not asking the LOIs, you will be a scribe.  Two persons can work in tandem very

efficiently to document the answers on post-its.  DO NOT SUMMARIZE the answers into just a few

words; you must capture what was said as best as possible.   

Answer Key - this person represents the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the room (Mechanics

including Joe, supervisors and managers).  They will be provided with an answer key and will

support your causal analysis by answering your LOIs. 

Fact Finding Results:

The Fact Finding session was conducted using the HCA Template to gather and organize the

timeline and applicable defenses on the chart.  (Fact Finding procedures should be updated with

this approach).

OBJECTIVE:  

The objective for this exercise is practice conducting an HCA Rapid Investigation.  This includes

setting up the HCA Framework, developing Lines of Inquiry, facilitating a causal analysis session,

practicing asking WHY questions, capturing cause & effect relationships on the chart, identifying and

tagging common causes, and identifying the deepest-seated causes. 
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Miter Saw blade guard

was removed and not

replaced

12/18/18, 0820

While cutting wood, Joe

was hit by a splinter of

wood in the eye.

12/18/18, 0800

Joe checked out the

Miter Saw to a build bird

house for his daughter

12/18/18, 0830

Joe went to the on-site

clinic, was treated and

released.  

D3. Eye protection and

leather gloves must be

worn when working with

power tools.

D4. Personnel must

be trained on how to

safely use power

tools.

D5. Any work in the machine

shop must be done in pairs –

the buddy system was

established to ensure work is

done safely.

D6. Human Performance

error prevention tools must

be used to ensure work is

done safely: self-checking,

buddy system, stop-think-act-

review.

D7. Personnel must

have 8 hours of rest

between shifts so that

they are fit for duty.

D8. Supervisors shall

oversee shop activities

to make sure personnel

are working safely.   

D1. Miter saws must

have blade guards

installed.

D2. Shop tools are

not to be used for

personal use.

                                                                     PROBLEM STATEMENT

On 12/18/18, a Mechanic was using a Miter Saw to cut wood for a bird house he was building for his daughter as a

gift.  At approximately 0820, a sliver of wood flew up and lodged in his eye.  He was not wearing eye protection

and the retractible blade guard on the miter saw had been removed.  

12/18/18, 0810

Joe started cutting wood

with the miter saw. He

was not wearing eye

protection.

         Evidence & Data Analysis

Miter Saw

Eye Protection

Leather Gloves

MURAL TIPS: 

1. MAKING POST-ITS: 

   - Double click anywhere on the Mural --- select a square or rectangle

   - After typing in the pos-t and before hitting enter, click TAB to start a new one

   - Click on a post-it and select Control-D to duplicate

   - Use Control-C to copy a post-it, place the cursor where you want it and use Control-V to paste 

2. ZOOMING IN AND OUT: 

   - Zoom Settings are at the bottom right of the Mural at all times.

   - Select Trackpad mode or Mouse mode depending on whether you have a Mac or PC

   - To zoom in, click on a post-it or note to show the pop-up window; click on the magnifying class

icon to zoom in on that area. 

3. MOVING MULTIPLE POST-ITS AT THE SAME TIME (FOR PCs)

    - To move a group of post-its in a row, hold the shift key down, then drag and cursor across all

the post-its you wish to move to highlight. 

    - To move select post-its, hold the control key down, and click on each one individually.  
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60 minutes

Why did the

mechanic take off the

rubber glove? 

8/2/19, 10:20AM: The lead

mechanic removed the

rubber glove on right hand

and began loosening the

bolts on the valve flange. 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

Crafting evidence-based Lines of Inquiry

Using Evidence Without Evidence

Did the mechanic use

rubber gloves for

working on HF? 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

TIMELINE

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

LINES OF

INQUIRY

  
F
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G TIMELINE

#1

LINES OF

INQUIRY

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES

THEMES HUMAN PERFORMANCE - AT RISK BEHAVIORS PROGRAMS, PROCESSES, PROCEDURES EQUIPMENT, MAT'L, TOOL INTERFACES MGMT/OVERSIGHT INTERFACESWORK ENVIRONMENT - ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS

D3.1 Why was Joe not

wearing eye

protection?

D5.1 Did Joe use the

buddy system? 

D4.1 Was Joe trained

on power tools?

D6.1 Did Joe practice

error prevention? S/

C, P/C, STAR, PJB

D7.1 Was Joe fit for

duty (getting enough

sleep)?

D2.1 Was Joe using

company tools for

personal use? 

D3.2 Was Joe

wearing leather

gloves? 

D1.1 Why was the

blade guard

removed? 

D8.1 Are supervisors

overseeing shop

activities to make sure

personnel are working

safely? 

1. He sold them to a

friend for $5

2. Supervisors do not

care if we wear them

or not

Needed the extra

cash

Does not make

enough to support

wife and new baby

Not enough good

paying jobs in the

area

Supervisors only care

if you get the job

done on time

Management does

not ask about Safety,

only cost and

schedule

We do not like the

buddy system (peer

checks)

 Peer checks means

we have to rat each

other out if we make

a mistake

3. Long held Union

traditions prevent us

from criticizing each

other

Yes, he was building

something for his

daughter

1. TIME: he did not have

time  to buy a present

for his daughter's

birthday

2. MONEY: He did not

have money to buy a

birthday present for

daughter

Joe has to work 2

jobs

Joe can't find good

paying jobs in the

area

Joe is barely getting

by with two, low

paying jobs

This is a rural area

and most jobs are for

low wages

Blade Guards are

routinely removed

To get the jobs done

faster - Blade Guards

get in the way and

slow us down

We are told to do

anything we can to

meet production

goals

Management cares

more about

production goals 

than Safety

Yes, we got initial

training when we

were first hired 

Refresher training on

Safety is not

provided

Was discontinued to

save money as it does

not contribute to

production goals

Management is more

concerned about

production goals

Joe only gets 4 hrs.

of sleep every night

Joe has to work 2

jobs to make ends

meet

There are not

enough good paying

jobs in the area

HPI was rolled out

quickly - 1 training

session and posters

on the wall

YES

______

Supervisors are not

never in the field

There are not

enough of them to

monitor the work

crews

They are in their

office pushing paper

5. There is a shortage

of  Supv because

management won't fill

open positions

2. Joe is working two

low-paying jobs

because there are few

good wage jobs in this

rural area 

1. Management seems

more concerned about

production goals than

Safety

4. The new HPI

program was not

rolled out effectively

This answer

was common

to 4 LOIs

This answer

was common

to 3 LOIs

Management cares

more about

production goals 

than Safety

A buddy was not

used 

What is HPI? we don't

know about it

??

??

??

??

??

D3.1 Why was Joe not

wearing eye

protection?

D5.1 Did Joe use the

buddy system? 

D4.1 Was Joe trained

on power tools?

D6.1 Did Joe practice

error prevention? S/

C, P/C, STAR, PJB

D7.1 Was Joe fit for

duty (getting enough

sleep)?

D2.1 Was Joe using

company tools for

personal use? 

D3.2 Was Joe

wearing leather

gloves? 

D1.1 Why was the

blade guard

removed? 

D8.1 Are supervisors

overseeing shop

activities to make sure

personnel are working

safely? 


